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Compact Utilization
• Record 228 companies registered 2017 and 222 companies
YTD 2018
• Record number of products filed in 2017 and exceeding that
pace with average of 5 filings per day in 2018
• In 2017, Connecticut became available for Compact
submissions bringing filing states to 45 (including Puerto
Rico) and 75% of national asset-based premium volume
• 100 Uniform Standards available for filing
• Full product operations team—Intake (1), Form Review (4),
Actuarial (2), Secondary (1)
• 2018 YTD review days in low 20s
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Availability of 2017 CSO Table
• Amendments to the NAIC’s Valuation Manual
approving the 2017 Commissioners’ Standard
Ordinary (CSO) mortality table were adopted by NAIC
in April 2016
• VM-02 requires 2017 CSO Table be used for
nonforfeiture values effective for policies issued
starting January 1, 2020 and optional as of January
1, 2017
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Availability of 2017 CSGI Table
• Amendments to the NAIC’s Valuation Manual approving the
2017 Commissioners’ Standard Ordinary for Guaranteed
Issue business (CSGI) mortality table were adopted by NAIC in
August 2018
• VM-02 requires 2001 CSO ultimate be used for GI policies
issued in 2018 and 2019 and the use of the 2017 CSO is
optional for these issue years
• VM-02 requires 2017 CSGI be used for GI policies issued
starting January 1, 2020, and optional as of January 1, 2019
• Simplified issue table pending NAIC adoption
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Impact of 2017 CSO Mortality Table on
Compact Products
• The Compact’s authority applies to life insurance form
content and nonforfeiture values, not to reserving
methodology, accounting methods, financial solvency
requirements and asset transfers.
• Specific Uniform Standards references to mortality
tables:
• “[A]ny other mortality tables approved for use by the NAIC in determining
minimum nonforfeiture values, may be used in determining minimum
nonforfeiture values.” Actuarial Submission Requirements, Paragraph 1(a)
• “The following items shall only be changed upon prior approval: (a)
Mortality tables ... ” Variability of Information, Paragraph 3
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Impact of 2017 CSO Mortality Table on
Compact Products
• Specific Uniform Standards references, continued:
• “The policy shall contain … A statement of the mortality table and interest
rate used in calculating the cash values and the paid-up nonforfeiture
benefits available under the policy, together with a table showing the cash
value, if any, and paid-up nonforfeiture benefits, if any, available under the
policy … ” Nonforfeiture Values-Policy Provision, Paragraph 1(e)
• “The statement of the mortality table shall be complete (e.g. whether sex
distinct or unisex, smoker or nonsmoker, or age nearest birthday or age last
birthday).” Nonforfeiture Values-Policy Provision, Paragraph 1(e)
• For UL/VUL products: [The actuarial memorandum shall include]
“Identification and description of the source of the applicable mortality
tables that are the basis of guaranteed maximum cost of the insurance
rates;” Actuarial Submission Requirements, Paragraph (1)(c)
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Impact of 2017 CSO Mortality Table on
Compact Products
• Previously approved Compact products can be
updated to reflect use of 2017 CSO Mortality Table for
nonforfeiture values
• New products can be filed with the Compact to reflect
use of 2017 CSO Mortality Table for nonforfeiture
values
•

Commonly see mortality table description on specifications page
and bracketed

•

Actuarial memorandum is required to contain demonstration and
certification of nonforfeiture compliance with applicable NAIC
Model
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Impact of 2017 CSO Mortality Table on
Compact Products
• Products utilizing Principle-Based Reserving for
reserves may be submitted to the Compact for review
and approval. Reserves and other financial solvency
requirements are subject to state laws and regulations.
• The Compact accepts reserve information in the
actuarial memorandum as documentation for member
states
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Compact Filing Experience
with 2017 CSO Mortality Table
• Since April 2016 the Compact has seen many filings to
update the mortality basis of previously approved
products or create entirely new policies using 2017
CSO
• Short of a full product filing, the most common method
is to provide revised specifications pages and revised
actuarial memorandum and Statement of Variability
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Compact Reference Material for CSO Updates
• www.insurancecompact.org > Record
• Uniform Standards for individual life insurance policies and
some riders (e.g. Additional Term)
• Additional Mortality Table Change Standards
• Insurer Resources > Weekly Tips Archive
• Weekly Tips issued April & September 2016
• Insurer Resources > Filing Information Notices
• FIN 2017-1 & FIN 2016-1
• Insurer Resources > Pre-Filing Communication Form
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Weekly Tips Archive
• “Filing Your CSO Mortality Table Updates with the IIPRC”
(April 7, 2016)
• “Filing Updated IIPRC CSO Material” (September 15, 2016)
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Filing Information Notices (FIN)
2017-1 & 2016 - 1
Two options for finding FINS:
• Home page > Filing Information Notices
• Insurer Resources page > Filing Reference Materials block >
Filing Information Notices
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Questions?

Polling
Questions

Making CSO Updates
The Insurance Compact is the streamlined vehicle for making
this regulatory update:
1. File new products – Leverage opportunity to move products
to the Insurance Compact subject to one set of Uniform
Standards for one review and approval valid in up to 45
States
2. Update Compact-approved products in a variety of ways:





New Specification Page
Replacement Pages
Endorsement
Updated Statement of Variability if mortality table bracketed,
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Making CSO Updates
 Additional Standards for Mortality Table Change
• Adopted 2007, minor conforming amendments 2014
• These standards apply to the filing of replacement pages
for individual life insurance forms whose sole purpose is
to effectuate a change of a mortality table approved by
the NAIC for nonforfeiture purposes. If there are any other
form changes in addition to the mortality table, the entire
form must be submitted for approval
• Not available for Mix and Match
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Best Practices – Identifying the Mortality Table
• Policy and actuarial memo must comply with the applicable
Insurance Compact Uniform Standards
• Best practice to add “adopted by the NAIC on April 6, 2016” to
any references to the CSO Mortality Table in the actuarial
memo, forms, and the Statement of Variability
• CSGI Mortality Table “adopted by the NAIC on August 7,
2018”
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Best Practices – Identifying the Mortality Table
• Any of the variables defining a specific mortality table
including “adopted by the NAIC on April 6, 2016” may be
bracketed as variable only on the specification page, and the
SOV and actuarial memorandum must clearly explain which
combinations of variables comprising a mortality table will be
used for new issues.
• The entire table may be bracketed on the specifications page
and the version or versions of the table that will be used for
new issues must be specifically identified in the SOV and
actuarial memorandum.
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Best Practices – Identifying the Mortality Table
• Note that the Actuarial Memorandum and Statement of
Variability should describe only those mortality tables and
versions that will actually be used by the company for new
issues.
• Actuary needs to acknowledge in the actuarial memorandum
that any change to the mortality tables specified in the form
or specification page, Statement of Variability and actuarial
memorandum will be filed with the Compact for approval
prior to use.
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Illustrations Of Acceptable Mortality Table
References
• Specification Page reference:
• 2017 CSO Mortality tables adopted by the NAIC on April 6, 2016, 80%
Male Gender-Blended, [Smoker], Ultimate, ALB
• Statement of Variability explanation:
• Smoker or Non-Smoker will be used depending on insured, Composite
will be used for issue ages 0-17
• Actuarial Memorandum:
• Mortality Basis: 2017 CSO Mortality tables adopted by the NAIC on
April 6, 2016, 80% Male Gender-Blended, Smoker/Non-Smoker,
Ultimate, ALB. Composite rates will be used for issue ages 0-17. Any
change to this mortality basis will be filed with the Compact for
approval prior to use.
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Illustrations Of Acceptable Mortality Table
References
• Specification Page reference:
• 2017 CSO Mortality tables [adopted by the NAIC on April 6, 2016],
[80% Male Gender-Blended], [Smoker], [Ultimate], ALB
• Statement of Variability explanation:
• Adopted by the NAIC on April 6, 2016 will be used
• 80% Male Gender-Blended rates will be used for issues of the unisex
version of the form and Male or Female rates will be used depending
on the insured on the gender-distinct version of the form
• Ultimate rates will be used
• Smoker or Non-Smoker will be used depending on insured, Composite
will be used for issue ages 0-17
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Illustrations Of Acceptable Mortality Table
References
• Actuarial memorandum:
• Mortality Basis: 2017 CSO Mortality tables adopted by the
NAIC on April 6, 2016, Male/Female, Smoker/Non-Smoker,
Ultimate, ALB will be used for the gender-distinct form. 80%
Male Gender-Blended rates will be used for the unisex form.
Composite rates will be used for issue ages 0-17. Any
change to this mortality basis will be filed with the IIPRC for
approval prior to use
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Frequently
Asked
Questions

2017 CSO Update FAQ
Q: Can the mortality basis of state-approved products be
updated through the Compact?
A: No. Updates may be made to products previously approved
by the Compact only.
Q: Can forms using the 2017 CSO table be filed for use in a
state that hasn’t adopted the 2017 CSO table?
A: Yes. The Uniform Standards permit the use of mortality
tables approved for use by the NAIC in determining
nonforfeiture values.
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2017 CSO Update FAQ
Q: What do we need to do if we are re-pricing a term product
but it doesn’t impact the form? In other words, how can a
term product that does not develop cash value be updated?
A: The company should update the previously approved
actuarial memorandum in order to demonstrate that the
product does not develop cash values using the 2017 CSO
Mortality Table.
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2017 CSO Update FAQ
Q: Can a product use the 2017 CSO Mortality Table for nonforfeiture
values but not for reserves?
A: Yes. The Compact does not have requirements pertaining to
reserves, and as such does not have restrictions requiring that
reserves and nonforfeiture values be based on the same mortality
table.
Q: Can a product use 2017 CSO Mortality Table for nonforfeiture
testing but not for guaranteed maximum cost of insurance rates?
A: Yes. There is no requirement that the same mortality table be
used for nonforfeiture testing as for COI rates.
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2017 CSO Update FAQ
Q: Can a simplified issue product be filed that uses the yet-tobe-approved mortality table?
A: Versions of the 2017 CSO Mortality Table that have not been
approved should not be referenced in the filing and cannot
be approved for use. Instead, an actuarial memorandum
citing an NAIC-approved table may be submitted for current
use, and then updated via Supporting Documentation
Update after a different table has been approved by the
NAIC.
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2017 CSO Update FAQ
Q: To update the mortality table for a previously approved
product, can an excerpt or appendix to the approved
actuarial memo be submitted, rather than re-submitting a
complete actuarial memo?
A: Under FIN 2017-1, the actuarial memo being updated must
be complete and include all required information,
demonstrations and certifications.
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2017 CSO Update FAQ
Q: How should guaranteed maximum cost of insurance rates
for a universal life insurance product be updated?
A: A company should update the previously approved actuarial
memorandum for universal life products if the company
intends to use the 2017 CSO as the basis for guaranteed
maximum COI rates. The actuarial memo should address the
specific 2017 CSO mortality table which will be the basis for
the maximum COI rates and include a complete table of
maximum COI rates for all ages and risk classes.
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2017 CSO Update FAQ
Q: The UL and VUL policy uniform standards refer to using the
composite mortality table for juvenile issues through age 14,
but the 2017 CSO does not distinguish smoker/non-smoker
mortality until age 18. How should this be reconciled?
A: The Compact will accept and not object to the use of the
2017 CSO composite table through age 17. The standard is
applied to mean a composite table can be used until the age
at which the respective mortality table begins to distinguish
between smoker and non-smoker mortality.
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Questions?

CSO Updates Using SDU Filing Type
• Supporting Documentation Update (SDU) a way to amend a
previously-approved Compact submission without submitting new
form for review
• Options and requirements detailed in FIN 2017-1
• No entry on the Form Schedule, i.e. SDU not available for new
specifications page or endorsement
• No Mix and Match, i.e. no entry on the SOI Schedule
• Associated Filings feature ties previous filing to the SDU
submission
• Compact fee for new filing applies
• Actuarial review required for mortality table updates
• State fees in Appendix B
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SDU Filing Type Key Criteria
Question 1: Has the form been (1) marketed or issued or (2) ClosedApproved for more than 90 calendar days?
 If no to both, submit revisions (other than additional form) in original filing. Keep
approved form number. FIN 2017-1 § I.D
 If yes to either, submit revisions in a new filing. FIN 2017-1 § II.B and II.C
 Is revision to static form language?
 If yes, submit revised form for review in a new filing with new form
number. FIN 2017 - 1§ II.B
 If no, review FIN 2017-1 § II.C – can revision be made in a Supporting
Documentation Update filing?
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SDU Filing Type Submission Requirements
• Provide complete Statement of Variability and/or
Actuarial Memorandum including updated/new items.
• Provide new certification of variability.
• If making non-variable item variable, include approved
form with complete, revised bracketing on the
Supporting Documentation tab—not the Form Schedule.
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SDU Filing Type Best Practices
• If submitting a Supporting Documentation Update filing:
• Use TOI/Sub-TOI of original filing.
• Match states included in original filing.
• Review submission requirements on Supporting
Documentation tab—they are different.
• Provide comparison to pending or approved material via
redline or detailed description.
• Contact Compact reviewer/actuary with any questions
about revisions.
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Questions?

Contact the Insurance Compact Office:
Comments@insurancecompact.org
www.insurancecompact.org
Phone: 202.471.3962
Fax: 816.460.7476

